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cat-tails stood on the hearth. The sitting-room, with its hard-coal
base-burner and its worn carpet and rocking-chairs, was much more
comfortable.
Soon after we went there to live, Father remodelled the house,
softening the square ugliness of the original building by adding
wings and putting in a central-heating system. A brook ran through
the fields, widening into a horse-pond near the barns. Father
dammed this stream, dredged the pond, and created a lake ten
feet or more deep. Then he named the farmstead Evamere Hall
after Mother. The pond became Evamere Lake.
I have forgotten to tell about my father's love of trees. He con-
sidered himself an expert in the management of shade trees and
particularly in the transplanting of big trees. He maintained that
no shade tree, such as an elm or a sugar maple, was ever too big
to transplant successfully, given the machinery for handling it. In
fact, he once wrote a sort of treatise on-this subject. His practice
in northern Ohio was to dig up trees for transplanting in the dead
of winter, when their entire root systems could be moved in a
frozen ball of earth. Even at the Villa Palmieri he heightened the
romantic beauty of that place by planting many cypress trees.
In improving the farm at Hudson his talent for trees received
its greatest exercise. The road to town was the usual country road of
Ohio before the advent of the automobile—deeply rutted, rocky on
the hills, full of mud-holes in spring. With his children living there,
Father planned to spend more time at the farm than he had since
his boyhood, but he wanted a good road over which to drive his
spirited horses to town. Therefore, at his own expense he graded,
widened, and dragged the entire three miles between Evamere and
Hudson, and gave the county one of its first smooth roads.
Still he was not satisfied. He wanted beauty through which his
shining spokes could spin or his sleigh-bells jingle; and so, with
the consent of the township and the adjacent property owners, he
lined both sides of those three miles of good road with sizable elm-
trees, scouring all that part of the state for good specimens and
moving them in for miles. To-day the road in summer is a shady
tunnel under an arch of elm branches.
Not all of Father's improvements at Hudson were so directly
selfish as this. To close this subject, let me note that before he

